New Fellows of the American College of Physicians
July 1, 2021

The Credentials Committee has approved the following 241 new Fellows for election. Their names are listed by Region assignment in alphabetical order by last name. New Fellows outside of ACP Chapters are listed under Countries Outside of an ACP Chapter.

Alabama
Rachel T Seaman, MD FACP
Ahsan Wahab, MBBS FACP

Arizona
James F Keane, DO FACP
Narasa R Madam, MD FACP
Krystal M Renszel, DO FACP

Arkansas
Naznin T Jamal, MD FACP
Nikhil K Meena, MBBS FACP

Bangladesh
Durba Halder, MBBS MD FACP
Md Sakhawat Hossain, MBBS FACP
Abdul Hannan Miah, MD FACP

British Columbia
Euiseok Kim, MBBS FACP

California Northern
Uchenna A Okoronkwo II, MD FACP
Jules Vieaux, MD FACP

California Southern 1
William Carroll, MD FACP
Erin Dowling, MD FACP
Daniel G Kahn, MD FACP
Antonio M Pessegueiro, MD FACP
Veronica Ramirez, MD FACP
Inderpreet S Saini, MD FACP
Sina Shafiei, MD FACP
Siddharth Singh, MBBS FACP
Arielle Sommer, MD FACP
Efrain Talamantes, MD FACP
Pamela Tsing, MD FACP

**California Southern 2**

Hung-I Liao, MD FACP

**California Southern 3**

Stacie H Ly, MD FACP
Adrienne A Nassar, MD FACP
Miguel A Pena Ruiz, MD FACP
Candace I Sprott, MD MBA FACP

**Caribbean**

Sharon Cordner, MD FACP

**Central America**

Antonio Cachafeiro, MD FACP
Luis A Espinoza Espinoza, MD FACP
Luis E Rodriguez Molinar, MD FACP

**Chile**

Marcelo C Llancaqueo Valeri Sr, MD FACP
Victoria Novik Assael, MD FACP
Ivan Perez Hernandez, MD FACP
Andres Soto, MD FACP
Omar Valenzuela, MD FACP

**Colorado**

Nantida Hong, MD FACP
Elma Kreso, MD FACP
Christina M Lang, MD FACP
Matthew J Moles, MD FACP

**Connecticut**

Sarah Gamble, DO FACP
Anita Karne, MD FACP
Enrique J Pacheco Sumoza, MD FACP
David J Regelmann, MD FACP
Countries Outside of an ACP Chapter

Peter David Coakley, MB BCh FACP – Ireland
Tarachand Devrajani, MBBS FACP – Pakistan
Champika Ganewatta, MBBS MD FACP – Sri Lanka
Srivickneswaran Gheteeswaran, MD FACP – Sri Lanka
Ratih Kusuma Dewi, MD FACP – Indonesia
Syed Rizvi, MBBS FACP – United Arab Emirates
Muhammad Shaukat Sheikh, MBBS FACP – Australia
Shiva Sreenivasan, MBBS FACP – United Kingdom
Vathulan Sujanitha, MBBS MD FACP – Sri Lanka

Delaware

J Daniel Hess, MD FACP
Vinod Kripalu, MD FACP

Florida

Rudra Beharrysingh, MBBS FACP
Elizabeth Borroero, MD FACP
Francisco A Brun, MD FACP
Nathaniel Duke, MD FACP
Gautam Subbaiah Kalyatanda, MD FACP
Omar H Qazi, MD FACP
Surabhi Ranjan, MBBS FACP

Georgia

Gary M Dalley, MD FACP
Maria J De Guzman, MD FACP
Nancy C Echefu, MD FACP
Melissa Rampal, MD FACP
Lisa J Walker, MD FACP

Hawaii

Kuo-Chiang Lian, MD FACP

Illinois Northern

Rusul Alasadi, MD,MBChB FACP
Desler Javier, MD FACP
Christine Joy C Junia, MD FACP

Illinois Southern
Mansoor Ahmad, MD FACP
Trupesh A Chanpura, MD FACP
Craig L Higgs, MD FACP
Ali Tariq, MBBS MD FACP

India

N Balamurugan, MBBS MD FACP
Justin Cornelius, MBBS MD FACP
Minakshi Dhar, MD FACP
Rajesh Shankar Iyer, MBBS MD FACP
Packiamary Jerome, MBBS MD FACP
Ranaganathan N Lakshmi Narasimhan, MD FACP
Manivasagam Nataraj, MBBS FACP
P Paranthaman, MBBS MD FACP
E Prabhu, MBBS MD FACP

Indiana

Sidney Allison, MD FACP
Saira Butt, MD FACP
Amir Habib, MD FACP
Jennifer Hur, MD FACP
Patrick F McQuillan, MD FACP
Nicholas R Newsom, MD FACP
James E Ong, MD FACP
James R Porter, MD FACP
Sivagama Valli Ramasundaram, MD FACP
Md Salahuddin Siddiqui, MD FACP
Adam R Smalley, MD FACP
Susan L Steffy, MD FACP

Japan

Naoki Inoue, MD FACP
Akihiro Ohmoto, MD PhD FACP
Kiyoshi Shikino, MD FACP

Kansas

Martha Allen, MD FACP
Joaquina C Baranda, MD FACP
Aram Barbaryan, MD FACP
Jessica Y Chia, MD FACP
Jessup W Kenyon, MD FACP
Melissa L Parkhurst, MD FACP

Kentucky
Rishi Raj, MBBS, MD FACP  
**Louisiana**  
Angela C Harris, DO FACP  
Gursukhmandeep S Sidhu, MD FACP  

**Maine**  
Daniel A Meyer, MD FACP  
Emily I Zarookian, MD FACP  

**Maryland**  
Kimberlee Joi Adkins, MD FACP  
James Clement, MD FACP  
Swati D Phatak, MBBS FACP  
Eugene Shenderov, MD PHD FACP  
Ellen M Stein, MD FACP  

**Massachusetts**  
Kimberly W Ebb, MD FACP  
Mark D Franciosa, MD FACP  
Pooja Raibagkar, MD FACP  

**Michigan**  
Mohamed Abusalih, MD FACP  
Ali M Alsaadi, MD FACP  
Kareem Bazzy, MD FACP  
Ayman Founas, DO FACP  
Zirka Kalynych, MD FACP  
Christopher A Smith, MD FACP  
Zeeshan Tariq, AHP MD FACP  

**Minnesota**  
Kristina M Balck, MD FACP  
Elizabeth A Gilman, MD FACP  
Brian Grahan, MD PhD FACP  
Nitesh Kumar Jain, MBBS FACP  
Amos Lal, MD FACP  
Bradley R Salonen, MD FACP  
Mark R Sannes, MD FACP  

**Mississippi**
William T Rosenblatt, MD FACP

**Missouri**

Kendell C Clarkston, MD FACP

**Nevada**

Dodji V Modjinou, MD FACP

**New Hampshire**

Daniel Perli, MD FACP
Michael Sherpa, MD FACP

**New Jersey Northern**

Jose Bustillo, DO FACP

**New Jersey Southern**

Rachna Joshi, MD FACP

**New Mexico**

Alberto Aguayo-Rico, MD FACP
Jemery L Kaufman, MD FACP
Theresa Hoeger Ronan, MD FACP

**New York – Manhattan/Bronx**

Tatyana Gavrilova, MD FACP

**New York – Brooklyn/Queens/Staten Island**

Ali Aamar, MD FACP
Dennis I Genin, MD FACP
Sonia George, DO FACP
Michael R Sood, MD FACP

**New York – Hudson Valley**

Umesha N Boregowda, MBBS FACP

**New York – Upstate**

Tingyin Chee, MD FACP
North Carolina

Mahesh B Borhade, MD FACP
Willie E Hester, Jr MD FACP
Deanna A Mangieri-Ross, DO FACP
Sujitha Nandimandalam, MBBS FACP
Inmaculada A Ncogo Alene, MD FACP
David A Rosen, MD FACP

North Dakota

Misty K Anderson, DO FACP
Peter C Kurniali, MD FACP
Laura Nichols, MD FACP

Ohio

Syed N Ahmed, MD FACP
Ben Gleason, MD FACP
Mani Khorsand Askari, MD FACP
Aadil Maqsood, MBBS FACP
Shabbir M Matcheswalla, MD FACP
Lucas V McKnight, MD FACP
Luay Mousa, MD FACP
Ranvir S Rathore, MD FACP
Myreen E Tomas, MD FACP
Anca R Udrea, MD FACP
Uمامahesh Yellamraju, MD FACP
George Yendewa, MD FACP

Oklahoma

Brandon A Conkling, DO FACP
Asha Karippot, MD FACP

Oregon

Sanaz W Askari, DO FACP
Imelda Dacones, MD FACP
Albert DiPiero, MD FACP
Shalini Gupta, MBBS FACP

Pennsylvania Eastern

Rachita Bansal, MBBS FACP
Pavani D Pagolu, MBBS FACP
Pennsylvania Southeastern
Aroonsiri Howell, MD MPH FACP
Abubaker Khan Jilani, MD FACP
Robert Jones, DO FACP
Shannon E Pan, MD FACP
Matthew Press, MD FACP
Shoaib Altaf Sheikh, MD FACP

Pennsylvania Western
Alexandra E Mieczkowski, MD FACP
Sri Lakshmi Hyndavi Yeruva, MD FACP

Rhode Island
Kyla A Dewar, MD FACP

Saudi Arabia
Ahmed Ayyad, MD FACP

South Carolina
David Paul M Guirao, MD FACP

Tennessee
Jeremy S Avila, MD FACP
Debalina Das, MD FACP
Bhavesh Arvindbhai Gajjar, MD FACP
Jensen H Hyde, MD FACP
Christopher D Jackson, MD FACP
Devapiran Jaishankar, MBBS FACP
Hetvi K Joshi, MD FACP
Ashley R Karpinos, MD FACP
Aneel Kumar, MD FACP
Rashid Mahboob, MBBS FACP
Shirin Mazumder, MD FACP
Donna D Scudder, MD FACP
Chase J Webber, DO FACP

Texas Northern
Ratna C Boppana, MBBS FACP
Aasia B Khan, MBBS FACP
Amanda L Marshall, MD FACP
Lavanya Vuppu Panghat, MBBS FACP

**Texas Southern**

Omonwunmi Aibana, MD FACP
Andrea B Braun, MD PhD FACP
Ramesh Hariharan, MD FACP
Tim Mercer, MD FACP
Kamlesh B Thaker, MD FACP

**United States Army**

MAJ Nathan Kenneth Jansen, DO FACP
MAJ Mary Truitt, DO FACP

**United States Navy**

Steven F Shelden, DO FACP
Scott Snyder, MD FACP

**Vermont**

Naomi M Hodde, MD FACP

**Virginia**

Jody B Bentley, DO FACP
Yoseph A Birku, MD FACP
Bahnsen P Miller, MD FACP
Rabia Qaiser, MBBS FACP
Ali Shahcheraghi, MD FACP
Patricia J Sime, MD FACP

**Washington**

Pallavi R Arora, MBBS MD FACP
Sona S Bhatti, DO FACP
Adrian Roy P Crisostomo, MD FACP
Evgeniya Gorbacheva, MD FACP
Elizabeth A Kaplan, MD FACP
Patricia J Papadopoulos, MD FACP
Janet J Singh, MBBCh FACP

**Wisconsin**

Mark Henry D Alon, MD FACP
Abel H Irena, MD FACP
Jennifer C Mackinnon, MD FACP
Sarah J Nickoloff, MD FACP
Nasia Safdar, MD PhD FACP
Subhankar Samal, MD FACP
Lynn M Schnapp, MD FACP
Dirk H Steinert, MD FACP
Anton V Strunets, MD FACP
Mara Terras, MD FACP